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GTA IV - Episodes from Liberty City (GTA 4 EFLC) is the latest game release on a range of PC
platforms from Rockstar Games, made available on March 16, 2020 for Steam and the Rockstar

Games Launcher, just two weeks after the original Grand Theft Auto IV was removed from Steam.
Players who already owned the previous version of GTA IV or its episodes automatically received GTA
IV: Episodes from Liberty City. Today, Lost And Damned from the first Episodes from Liberty City was
released for the first time on the PC and it's GTA IV Complete Edition (GTA 4 EFLC). The lost and the

Damned is the second DLC (also Episode from Liberty City #2) included in the GTA 4 Complete
Edition (GTA 4 EFLC) Version, the DLC is about the Cali region, where Liberty City was changed in to,
the DLC features many new features and missions. At long last the much-awaited Grand Theft Auto

IV Complete Edition has arrived on the PC, and it's no-holds-barred and loaded with content. The
game comes with all three episodes from the Episodes From Liberty City DLC add-ons, but you'll
have to buy the individual episodes separately. Grand Theft Auto IV: Complete Edition is the final
version of GTA IV, combined into the whole series, including the original game and its expansion

sets. As of the Steam database, the software product version of the game is 1.0.1.0, and the retail
version is the XBox 360 version; this is the very last version of the game on Steam before the site

stopped listing the PC versions. Customers who owned the previous version of GTA IV or its episodes
automatically received GTA IV: Complete Edition with both games.
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